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PROGRAM 

Short Ride in a Fast Machine (1986) 

PAUSE 

Symphony No. 4 
in E-flat Major, "Romantic" 

Bewegt, nicht zu schnell 
Andante 
Scherzo. Bewegt 

Finale. Bewegt, doch nicht zu schnell 

John Adams 

(b.1947) 

Anton Bruckner 
(1824-1896) 

In consideration of the performers and members of the audience, plea e 

check audible paging devices with the ushers and silence audible timepieces. 

The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited. 
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Robert Meyer Marisela Sager Kath,yn Giorgio Arthur Murray 

WINDS, BRASS, AND PERCUSSION LISTED AlPIIABETICALLY. 

».... STRING SEATING CHANGES WITH EACH CONCERT. 



PROGRAM NOTES 

Short Ride bi a Fast Machine . . John Adams 

John Adams has long been associated with the composition of "minimal
ist" music, a style pioneered by Terry Riley, Phillip Glass, and Steve Reich, 
based on the belief that the maximum musical experience can be obtained 
with a minimum of musical materials. This idea has been reali::ed in many 
different ways, but perhaps most typically in the simple repetition of a mu
sical motive, which is sometimes varied very slowly over time or offset by 
small increments of time, forcing it "out of phase"with the prevailing rhyth
mic pulse. This style is certainly not without precedent, appearing, perhaps 
most famously, in Ravel's Bolero, but in other, earlier works as well. Indeed, 
the Fourth Symphony of Anton Bruckner, the other piece on tonight's pro
gram, seems to work in a similar fashion, using a few distinct motives to pro
duce, through restatement, transposition, and augmentation, but not much 
actual alteration of the musical material, a poweiful (and rather lengthy!) 
work of music. 

All that said, Adams once described himself as a "minimalist ... bored 
with minimalism." As such, his works take their cue from minimalism, but 
contain much more harmonic and rhythmic development, usually in a much 
shorter time frame than "traditional" minimalist pieces, which he/eels are 
too "rigorous [and} stripped-down" for his taste. His Short Ride i11 a Fast 
Machine exemplifies this minimalist-inspired-but-forward-progressing 
music. Of the title, Adams prompted, "You know how it is when someone 
asks you to ride in a terrific sports car, and then you wish you hadn't?" 

The piece is indeed "driven." It begins with a pulse, set by the wood
block, which taps metronomical/y and, according to the composer, "almost 
sadistic[ally}" until ve,y near the end of the piece. The piece is structured 
in a series of large "wedges," each created as instruments, harmonies, and 
dissonances are layered one on top of the other, building to a climactic ca
dence, which dives directly into the beginning of the next wedge. With each 
new wedge comes a noticeable harmonic shift, accompanied by a distinct 
change of woodblock pitch. The first of these wedges is dominated by the 
brass instruments, which play a series of repeated chords, in constantly var
ied rhythms. Halfway into this wedge, there is a partial climax, after which 
the strings enter, continuing the sonic buildup. When this first section peaks, 
the volume is pulled back and the process begins again. This time a synco
pated motive in the bass instruments dominates, until it is drowned out by 
the re-entry of the brass with the repeated chords of the first section. The 
brass chords prevail through the next major climax, which clears the way 
for the third and final wedge. In this section, the wood block finally drops 
out as a slower-moving contrapuntal idea coalesces in the brass and bass 
instruments. As this section grows to its pinnacle, the trumpets and trom
bones, with renewed energy, drive the orchestra to the final punch in an 
eight-measure coda. Additionally, Short Ride in a Fast Machine is unique 
not only in its construction, but also in its orchestration, which augments 
the "typical" orchestra with one or t,vo optional synthesizers, which aid the 
clarinets in forming the background "soundscape" in which the rest of the 
music takes place. 

Short Ride in a Fast Machine, completed in 1986, was commissioned 
by the Pittsburgh Symphony for the opening of the Great Woods Summer Fes
tival in Mansfield, Massachusetts. It is frequently compared to its much more 



muted companion fanfare, Tromba Lontana, composed in the same year (and, 
incidentally, commissioned by the Hou ton Symphony for the Texas Sesquicen
tennial). Both have a clear pulse, with most of the musical "action"focused in 
the brass. but Tromba Lo11ta11a ("distant trumpet") places two trumpets in an 
introspective dialogue from the back corners of the stage. The pairing of the 
contrasting fanfares has drawn comparison to Charles Ives' famous duo The 
Unanswered Question and Central Park in the D ark. 

Too much discussion, however, could stifle the excitement of this free
wheeling romp in a fast musical machine. Perhaps it is better to sit back, 
buckle up, and enjoy the Ride. 

Symphony No. 4 in E-jlat Major, "Romantic". . Anton Bruckner 

In many ways, Anton Bruckner was a man out of his element. He grew up 
in a lower-class family in rural Austria and received much of his early musi
cal education and exposure in the rnonastery of St. Florian, where he devel
oped the pious mysticism which would be with him throughout his life. Bio
graphies of Bruckner often present affectionate anecdotes demonstrating the 
composer's rustic roots in the midst of cosmopolitan Vienna: he once "tipped" 
a renowned conductor at the end of a good rehearsal, and, in a private aud
ience with Franz Joseph, he asked the emperor to make Eduard Hanslick, a 
powe,ful critic, write more favorable reviews of his music. Indeed, it was 
Bruckner's naivete in aligning himself whole-heartedly with the mu ic of 
Wagner that originally brought the scorn of Hanslick (and many other clas
sicist critics from the Brahms camp) down upon him. But this same innocent 
sincerity in a context of sophistication gives his symphonic music its power, 
captivating audiences both in his day and today. 

The Fourth Symphony, composed in 1874, but laboriously revised until 
1880, captures this duality perhaps better than any other of his symphonies, 
incorporating his bucolic upbringing and heartfelt mysticism within a classi
cally structured work. It is the only one of his SJ mphonies to carry a subtitle, 
though no consensus exists as to why he chose "Romantic." The beginning of 
the first movement introduces several important themes, including the horn 
call at the outset, which some writers suggest can in itself justify the subtitle. 
Regardless, this hunter's call, combined wilh the more chee,ful bird calls 
which appear in the violin accompanied by the viola, lends to the Fourth a 
pastoral sensibility. Bruckner, post-compositionally and seemingly with a 
nod toward Wagner's musical dramas, suggested the following image for this 
opening: "A citadel of the Middle Ages. Daybreak. Reveille is sounded from 
the tower. The gates open. Knights on proud chargers leap forth. The magic 
of nature surrounds them." If we accept this image, perhaps the "magic of 
nature" is represented by the "quarter, quarter, quarter-triplet" motive that 
became a signature of Bruckner's symphonies. It permeates this movement 
and, in various guises, drives much of the rest of the piece. 

The first movement approximates a Classical sonata form, with the above 
mentioned motives dominating the exposition. The development ushers them 
through a variety of keys, until the nearly direct recapitulation. which is fol
lowed by a coda. Bruckner had a supreme devotion to his melodies, however, 
and in a sense his honesty comes through in his need to imrk his themes out 
without sign(ficantly changing them. The predorninant motives remain clear 
and audible throughout the first movement. The muted Andante is also laid out 
according to a sonata-likefomz. In addition to the lengthy melodies played by 
the cello and then the viola, a light theme reminiscent of the bird call from the 
first movement can be heard. The Scherzo dates from the 1878 revision and 



was referred to by Bruckner as the "Hunter Scherzo." Indeed, the "charging' 
brass suggests a hunting party, with distant echoes suggested by the second 
quieter theme. The movement is once again driven by variations on the rhyth
mic "magic of nature" motive. The Trio is a simple, rustic "Dance strain dur
ing a repast at hunting." The Finale, which one writer offered up as proof of 
"Bruckner's musical insatiability," is filled with so many themes and melodies 
that the "structure is sometimes covered up by the abundance of material." 
Indeed, the motion in the Finale frequently builds to what appears to be a cli
max, only to subside in Javor of building on a different idea, and the piece 
never ultimately commits to an end in either "triumph or despair." This trou
blesome pacing hounded the Finale of his Third Symphony, as well, and it was 
not until his Fifth Symphony that Bruckner finally managed to find a structure 
that could contain all the musical material with which he wished to fill his 
work. However, the coda comes to the rescue, building to an exciting conclu
sion as the piece comes full circle with the horn call of the .first movement. 

Bruckner's music occupies an interesting place within the symphonic rep
ertoire. It owes a great deal to Beethoven's Ninth Symphony,from which the 
composer takes the plan of his movements and his penchant for quiet, drama
tic openings. It also owes a great deal to Wagner, whose slow unfolding of 
melodic ideas Bruckner clearly emulates. Despite its sense of drama and 
scale, however, his music could not truly be said to have a story or program 
behind it. Perhaps it is this balance between the sophisticated classicist ideal 
of the symphony and the mystic, mythic grandeur of the musical drama, evi
dent in the Symphony in E-flat, that has made it into one of Bruckner's most 
popular works. 

- Notes by James Harper 

UPCOMING ORCHESTRA CONCERTS 

Saturday, November 6, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Larry Rachleff, conductor; Marlon Chen, guest conductor 
PROGRAM: Stephen Yip · Kaph; Dvorak - Serenade for Strings in E Major, Op. 22; 
and Mozart - Symphony No. 41 in C Major, K. 551 "Jupiter." 
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 

Friday,December 3, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Lany Rachleff, conductor; Marlon Chen, guest conductor 
PROGRAM: C. Curtis-Smith - Violin Concerto (Sergiu Luca, soloist); Charles Ives -
Decoratio11 Day; and Leonard Bernstein - Sympho11ic Dances from "West S ide Story." 
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 

Saturday,December4, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Lany Rachleff. conductor PROGRAM: Handel - Concerto Grosso in A Major, 
Op. 6 No. I I (Kenneth Goldsmith, leader/soloist); Ellsworth Milburn - Chiaroscuro; 
and Charles Ives - Symphony No. 3 "The Camp Meeting." 
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 
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